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FOREWORD
THIS REPORT covers a field study made of the areas and
values of farm and forest lands in five representative counties
of West Virginia in 1941 as well as an office analysis of 1939
and 1940 assessment and census figures of each county in the
state. The studies were combined to derive the regional and
state figures for areas and sizes of forest tracts, the assessment
ratios, and the average taxes. Since by state law recorded prop-
erty-tax assessments are by whole tracts rather than by different
classes of land use, the values presented herewith are estimates.
The estimates were made carefully, however, using all informa-
tion at hand, and it is believed that they are the best available.
For comparative purposes they should prove useful in indicating
problems and trends and as basic information to guide the
framing of better methods of taxing forest properties.
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TAXATION OF FOREST LANDS
IN WEST VIRGINIA
by Lowell Besiey
IMPORTANCE OF FORESTS TO WEST VIRGINIA
WEST VIRGINIA'S FORESTS cover an area variously estimated
between 9 and 10 million acres. In wood products alone they fur-
nish every year the equivalent of more than 1-1/3 billion board feet,
valued at many millions of dollars. It has been estimated that about
40 percent of this annual cut goes into the coal mines of the state, an-
other 40 percent is manufactured into lumber and lath products, 15 per-
cent is used for fuel, and the remaining 5 percent is made into pulp-
wood, fence posts, veneer, cooperage, handle stock, and other products.
The forests likewise make a tremendously important contribution to
the state's recreation industry, which amounts to millions of dollars and
is growing every year. Furthermore, they afford protection to the state's
watersheds, which are the source of domestic, industrial, and hydro-
electric power. Protection is provided also for streams used in fishing,
boating, and navigation. Lastly, forests yield food and shelter to the
game populations which the public delights in hunting.
Yet as large as are the benefits derived from these forests today,
they could be increased enormously by the application of wise manage-
ment to those already in existence. Good forestry practice would re-
sult eventually in an annual growth of more than three times the
present figure. This growth could supply wood products well in excess
of twice today's annual cut, with consequent benefit to public as well
as private finances.
Whether the wood-using industries grow or dwindle will depend
upon what is done with the forests. These forests are not static. They
can be put to work growing more and better products, or they can be
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neglected and abused so as to be incapable ol supporting the use they
have now. It fully productive, West Virginia's land already in forest
could meet the needs of a greatly expanded industry and could export
a sizeable surplus to other states. Instead, the state already is beginning
to import some ol its mine props. Furthermore, new industries are at-
tracted by a plentiful supply of raw materials. The expansion of the
state's forest and wood-using industries an expansion needed to re-
tain more of its wealth and more ol its people will follow naturally
if its forests are developed to their full usefulness.
THE FOREST OWNER DECIDES
The future course of forest development in the state is. up to the
private forest landowner, who controls nine-tenths of this valuable re-
source. Today he stands at the crossroads. On the one hand, he can
continue on the road of dissipating his forest capital while he removes
his growth, and thus prolong the steady deterioration of the forests that
has been going on for the past century and a half. On the other hand,
he can branch off along the road of conservative cutting that leads to-
ward building up his forest capital so that each successive cutting yields
more and better products, until eventually his land yields continuously
the maximum production of which it is capable. On the face of it, the
choice is simple, but actually it involves careful analysis of costs and
returns.
The owner's problems are difficult. Some of the forests are in such
poor condition from past fires and overcutting as to require costly plant-
ing, cleaning, or improvement to start them on the road to recovery.
All of them require annual care; few are in condition to produce annual
crops. That means that annual costs of taxes and of protection against
fire, other destructive agencies, and trespass, along with any costs of es-
tablishing or improving the stand of trees, constitute a cash investment
that would have to be carried at interest until returns from sale of
products pay it back. Where returns can be realized from the forest
every three to five years, the investment in accumulated costs and inter-
est is not a serious one. When the condition of the forest is such, how-
ever, that it may be 20 or more years before it should be cut again, the
investment in costs looms large. Even though it might prove to be a
profitable investment in the long run, few oi the owners have the finan-
cial resources to meet it, and many of those who do, prefer to invest in
enterprises that return profits much sooner. More than half the private
forest land in West Virginia is in tracts of less than 500 acres in size.
Unless the owner is equipped to cut and haul his logs to the mill him-
self, annual or even periodic returns from his woodlot are difficult to
obtain. He must depend upon other sources of revenue to pay for his
forest costs in between his infrequent harvests of a forest crop. Faced
with the choice of making an investment in taxes and protection on a
forest the returns from which appear to him to be both distant and
uncertain, many an owner sells his timber for whatever he can get out
of it and allows the forest land to go tax-delinquent. In other cases the
owner feels that his forest land represents such a small part ol the valu<
of his property that he can afford to keep it as long as his expenses con
sist of taxes only. Perhaps at some future time nature will have pro-
duced some salable groAvth despite his neglect, and he will be able to
realize a few mine props or pulpwood bolts from it to tide him over sla< !•
or bad times.
THE PUBLIC'S INTEREST
Not only the owner but also the general public loses when forest
land is allowed to become, or continue, unproductive. Unproductive
forests cannot furnish the regular and plentiful supply of lumber and
other wood products needed for building and manufacturing. Severely
and carelessly cut forests cannot take their full part in conserving domes-
tic water supplies, in preventing or mitigating flood damage, in keeping
streams clear and cool for fish, or in reducing silting behind dams or in
navigable streams and harbors. They cannot provide full shelter for
game; neither can they yield the scenic beauty, the cool shade, and the
pure air sought by the recreationist. They cannot do their full share in
holding the rich topsoil in place and preventing erosion. Often such
benefits are more valuable to the general public and to his neighbors
than they are to the individual forest owner. But m much more tangible
fashion, unproductive forests fail to pay their way in the tax structure.
Where unproductive land does not go delinquent, the tax must be kept
so low that it contributes but little to the costs of government for schools
and other essential services.
Clearly, then, it is as much to the interest of the public as of the
private owner that he put and keep his forest land in a fully productive
condition. Recognizing this need, West Virginia's leaders have taken,
and are taking, steps to encourage and assist landowners to put their
forests under wise, systematic, productive management. The first step
is protection against fire, for obviously no investment is worth making
if the risk of destruction is high. An effective protective organization
is in operation and it is becoming better year by year as its splendid re-
sults are recognized and as it receives more adequate support.
The second step is education of the landowner. Much of the fail-
ure to undertake orderly management of his limberland has been due
to his lack of information and understanding, both as to the promise
of adequate and profitable returns from his investment and to the meth-
ods of cultivating his forest crop and getting it to market. Programs
of education and on-the-ground technical assistance are provided by
several agencies. This movement is gaining momentum and is being
pursued more widely and effectively each year. Much remains to be
done, but real progress has been made and will continue to be made.
The third step in encouraging landowners to put their forests to
work is to establish forest taxation on a fair and sound basis. Action in
this direction was initiated with the ratification of the Forestry Amend-
ment to the Constitution of West Virginia. This amendment, adding
a new Section 53 to Article Six of the Constitution, empowers the Legis-
lature to treat forest land differently from other property now under the
general property tax. It reads as follows:
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"The Legislature may by general law define and classify forest
lands and provide for cooperation by contract between the
state and the owner in the planting, cultivation, protection,
and harvesting thereof. Forest lands embraced in any such
contract may be exempted from all taxation or be laxed in
such manner, including the imposition of a severance tax
or charge as trees are harvested, as the Legislature may from
time to time provide. But any tax measured by valuation shall
not exceed the aggregate rates authorized by section one of
article ten of this Constitution."
This amendment clears the way so that the Legislature can enact special
forest-land taxation without violating the Constitution. In the winter
of 1947, during its first session following ratification of the amendment,
the Legislature set up an Interim Committee to study the problem and
to recommend legislation to implement the amendment and to en-
courage private owners to manage their forests more wisely. This com-
mittee is in operation and will report to the Legislature in January
1949.
THE FOREST-TAX PROBLEM TODAY
Because of the long-time nature of the investment in immature
forest lands, particularly when the trees are largely of like age, taxation
of forest land under the general property tax imposes a special burden
not encountered by forms of property producing an annual return. This
even-aged condition of the immature stands is the usual case on tracts
which have not been managed in accordance with a long-term plan.
In the first place, the same forest crop is taxed each year of the 20
to 100 yr. it takes to grow from seed lo maturity. For the first 10 or
1 5 yr. of its life this is not so important, since it contains no salable
products to be assessed and since the tax is levied against the land only.
Each year after that period, however, it increases in merchantable value
and under the law should be assessed at its full value. This value be-
comes progressively larger annually. II it is desired to grow saw timber,
the assessed value would amount to a very considerable figure for a num-
ber of years before the stand is fully ripe for harvest. It would be
analagous to assessing and taxing, at the yearly rate, a crop of corn every
day during the growing season. The reason that this system has not dis-
couraged forest landowners completely is that, in practice, assessments
usually are not at full value and furthermore are carried many years be-
fore a reassessment is made.
The second and far more important burden imposed on even-aged
immature forest stands by the time-honored general property tax is the
fact that the tax must be paid annually, many years in advance of the
final harvest. Thus, in effect, the owner must borrow money with
which to pay his taxes, and pay accumulated compound interest charges
in addition to the taxes. Whether he actually borrows the money from
the bank or pays his taxes from other sources of income not associated
with his forest land is beside the point. The fact remains thai an inter-
est cost is added to his tax cost. Table 1 shows to whal sums these
interest charges accumulate for different periods of years until the stand
is harvested, and compares these charges with the taxes actually paid.
Thus if the owner must wait only 5 yr. before cutting, the additional
interest cost would be but 9 percent of the taxes actually paid. For 10
yr., however, his interest would be an additional 20 perecent; loi 20 yr.
it would amount to 49 percent; and for 50 yr. the cost of interest alone
would be 205 percent in addition to the taxes actually paid. This means
that in the long run his taxes are costing him over three times as much
as those of owners with property of comparable value who receive an
annual return and thus avoid interest charges.
On a forest tract managed on a sustained-yield basis, with harvest
cuts on some part of the tract each year, the property tax, properly ap-
plied, would be as fair to forest property as to any other kind of prop-
erty. Such a tract, however, should contain ti:ees of all ages from a yea]
old up to the age of maturity. Whether these occurred all mixed up
in many-aged stands or as a series of even-aged stands would be imma-
terial as long as they were under one ownership and as long as that
owner could harvest a sufficient volume of ripe trees each year to equal
approximately the growth on the entire tract. Only the ripe trees
would represent his product, and the remainder of the trees would rep-
resent his forest capital, analagous to the capital of a factory with its
buildings, machinery, and raw materials on hand.
At the present time there are no privately owned sustained-yield
forests in West Virginia which have reached the condition described.
Recently some owners of large tracts have undertaken to put them under
management, and a number of others are investigating their forest lands
with a view to instituting sustained yield, if the results of their studies
indicate that such a course is feasible. The fact remains, however, that
by far the major portion of our forested areas Cor years to come will
lemain in tracts of individual ownership too small to yield annual re-
turns under the relatively even-aged and immature conditions of the
timber extant. That means that the large majority of owners will be
subject to the inequities of the tax burden described in Table 1, if the
property tax against forest land is continued in its present form.
On the other side of the problem, local government units are nearly
wholly dependent upon the property tax for their revenues to support
schools and other necessary public functions. These costs must be met
currently. Taxes must be collected every year in approximately equal
amounts to defray the expenses of government. If these revenues are
not forthcoming from the forest land, they must be collected from
owners of other types of property.
The solution of the problem must provide a means of tax levy which
will not discourage the owner from undertaking sound forest manage-
ment which would result in profit to himself and to the general public.
At the same time the levy must produce sufficient annual revenue to dis-
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WHAT OTHER STATES ARE DOING ABOUT FOREST TAXATION
The forest-tax problem is by no means peculiar to West Virginia.
Many other states have laced it with varying degrees of success. In 19 15,
26 states and 2 territories had 36 special forest land tax laws on the
statutes. 1 Of all these, however, only six were being applied to moi
than two percent of the total area of private forest land which might b<
eligible. The salient features of these six laws are summarized in Table
2.
A number of different types of forest taxation have been tried In
the several states. Bounty laws were intended to encourage forest planta-
tions in Minnesota and South Dakota. Exemption laws are on the books
in 13 states and 2 territories. These laws provide for exemption of the
trees from tax but for inclusion of the land under the general propertv
tax, or they may exempt both land and timber, usually for a specified
number of years. In most instances their application is limited to planta-
tions, although a few apply to other immature forests, some, to managed
forests, and Wisconsin's is for farm woodlands used exclusively for
forestry purposes. Two states recently have adopted forest tax laws
patterned after those recommended by the Forest Taxation Inquiry
of the United States Forest Service. 2 Washington enacted a "deferred
timber tax" (not to be confused with its yield tax, summarized in Table
2) applying to commercial forests (farm woodlots of 40 acres or less are
excluded). The land is assessed like other property as if the timber
had been cut clean, and the trees are assessed as personal property. The
levy is diminished by 714 percent each year for 10 yr., and the tax
remains at 25 percent of the levy from then on until the stand is cut.
The amount by which the levy was reduced is paid in full when the
stand is cut. Also, in addition to 25 percent of the levy, the owner pays
each year an interest of 3 percent of the accumulated deferred levy. Ohio
has adopted the simplest proposal of the Taxation Inquiry: the "dif-
ferential timber tax." Under this law, both land and trees are assessed
under the general property tax in the usual way, but the tax is levied
at only one-half the local rate.
Indiana and Iowa (see Table 2) have adopted fixed-assessment
laws. Current local general property tax rates then are applied against
these fixed assessments in levying the tax against surface and timber.
Buildings, other improvements, and minerals are taxed regularly under
the ad valorem property tax.
Thirteen states, including four of the six listed in Table 2, have
yield taxes. Under these laws the land and the timber are taxed sepa-
rately. The timber is exempt from the propertv tax but is subject to a
'U. S. For. Ser. State Forest Tax Law Digest of 1945. Div. For. Econ., For.
Ser., U.S.D.A., Washington, D. C. Dec. 31, 1945.
-Hall, R. Clifford. The Forest-tax Problem and Its Solution Summarized.
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special yield tax of from 5 to 15 percent of the stumpage value (net value
of the standing tree just before it is cut) ot the timber or products cut.
This tax is payable at the time of cutting. The land may be taxed at
a fixed annual amount per acre, as in Oregon, or, more commonly, is
subject to the general property tax as if no trees were growing on it.
In some states, as in Idaho and Washington, the amount of the assess-
ment is fixed by law. In Louisiana a special assessment is made for the
land with both minimum and maximum limits fixed by law. In still
other states the assessment value of the land is not specified by the law.
From the above discussion it is apparent that no universal solution
to the forest-tax problem has been found and that the other states in
the country are having many of the difficulties experienced by West
Virginia.
The United States Forest Service made a comprehensive study of
the forest land tax problem throughout the country during the middle
thirties and published an exhaustive report on the subject.-'' They list
as the three main causes of onerous forest land taxes: first, the high
cost of local government, due m part to uneconomically small local
units; second, faulty administration of the property tax, particularly
with regard to assessments of forest property; and third, the inherent
disadvantage of the property tax in respect to deferred-yield forests.
The third point was illustrated by Table 1 and in the accompanying
discussion. The first point is beyond the scope of this bulletin. The
information on forest assessments in West Virginia, obtained in the
current study, is presented in the following pages.
The Forest Service Report" recommends major reforms needed in
government units generally which would benefit all categories of tax-
payers, including forest landowners. It then goes on to suggest three
possible plans for taxing forest land. The "adjusted property tax" at-
tempts to adjust the current assessment of an immature forest by de-
ducting the amount of interest and taxes accumulated to the current
year. This is the most accurate of the three plans suggested but is too
complicated to be practical without specially trained assessors. The
second plan is the "deferred timber tax," described above as one of the
two forest-tax laws adopted by the State of Washington The least ac-
curate but the simplest of the three plans proposed is the "differential
timber tax," described above as in effect in Ohio (except that Ohio has
reduced the tax rate, while the Forest Service reduces the assessed value).
Ohio, with its 50 percent of the local rate, has selected the maximum
reduction recommended by the Forest Service. The reduction is supposed
to be in proportion to the number of years on the average forest of the
state or district between cuts yielding an income. Where the average
forest produces an income only every 25 yr. or more, the reduction factor
recommended is 50 percent. This method is rather arbitrary.
•Tairchild, F. R., and associates. Forest Taxation in the United States.
U. S. Dept. Agr. Misc. Fubl. 218: 681 pp. Oct. 1935.
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Fig. I - Forest Regions of West Virginia Recognized for Purpose
of this Study.
THE STUDY IN WEST VIRGINIA
In 1941 the West Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station under-
took a study of the current property-tax situation with respect to forest
land. The state was divided into eight regions in which forest-tax
conditions seemed similar. One representative county in each region
was selected for field study. Figure 1 and Table 5 show the division
of the counties of the state into regions. After the field study had been
completed in five counties, both project leaders joined the armed
services, and the field work was discontinued. Consequently the figures
presented for the Ohio River counties, the central western counties,
and the Eastern Panhandle counties were obtained by using field data
from other regions which appeared to be most applicable and which fit
in with census and total assessment values available.
In order to assure uniformity, all field estimates were made by one
well-qualified forest appraiser. He made on-the-ground appraisals of
representative sample farm and forest properties, usually in the company
of the owner, and went over the assessments of these same properties
with the assessor or his deputy (depending on which had made the last
field assessment). The assessed values for different elements of the
property were estimates, since a single book entry is made for the entire
13
TABLE 3—DIFFERENT REGIONS OF WEST VIRGINIA
Recognized for the Purpose of This Study




1. OHIO RIVER counties include:
Brooke Marshall Pleasants Wood
Hancock Ohio Tyler
2. CENTRAL WESTERN counties include:
Cabell Jackson Mason Putnam
3. SOUTHWESTERN counties include:
Boone Logan Mingo Wayne
Lincoln McDowell Raleigh Wyoming
4. SOUTHEASTERN counties include:
Greenbrier Mercer Monroe Summers
5. CENTRAL counties include:
Braxton Clay Kanawha Webster
Fayette Nicholas
6. NORTHERN counties include:
Barbour Harrison Preston Upshur
Calhoun Lewis Ritchie Wetzel
Doddridge Marion Roane Wirt
Gilmer Monongalia Taylor
7. MOUNTAIN counties include:
Grant Hardy Pendleton Randolph
Hampshire Mineral Pocahontas Tucker
Morgan






















*Based on best estimates available in 1940 and consequently used in calculations. More
recent field studies indicate tbat these figures are too low.
tract under one ownership. Data on nonfarm forest property were
copied from the assessor's books, and often the owners made available
their records and maps and assisted the forest appraiser with his estimates
of true value and in apportioning assessed values among surface, timber,
mineral, and buildings. There were copied from the assessor's book
also figures on a large number of farm properties in addition to those
appraised in the field so that a reliable sample was obtained. The ap-
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praiser was careful to make all possible checks on recent transfers of local
property in order to arrive at reliable average figures. The Agricultural
Conservation Program records for each of the study counties were care-
fully analyzed to supplement census figures in dividing farm acreages
into cropland, pasture, woodland, and other. County agricultural agents
and other local officials were consulted in addition to the landowners
in apportioning estimated full farm values among the various classes
of land and the buildings.
The field data were analyzed carefully and averages were obtained
which were used in preparing county figures. In a few instances these
averages had to be adjusted slightly to conform with census figures and
with total assessment figures published for the counties. This was to be
expected in view of the relatively small sample taken, and it was gratify-
ing to find the minor extent of such adjustments. The figures by study
counties are not being released, since they were intended merely to obtain
averages for the regions represented and for the state as a whole.
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
The Present Lew
Forest land in West Virginia is taxed under the ad valorem property
tax described in Section 1 of Article X of the Constitution. This section
calls for taxation on property to be equal and uniform and in propor-
tion to its value, ascertained as directed by law. It states that no one
species of property from which a tax may be collected shall be taxed more
highly than any other species of property of equal value. It sets also,
on four different classes of property, maximum rates which shall not be
exceeded except by a previous affirmative vote of 60 percent or more of
the voters in the taxing units. Even then the increase may not apply
for more than 3 yr. and may not exceed 50 percent of the maximum rates
for the classes concerned. (In addition to these maximum rates, an ex-
ception is permitted to pay off bonded indebtedness contracted before
November 8, 1932.) Class One covers personal property, either in-
tangible, such as money, stocks, and bonds, or employed exclusively in
agriculture, such as livestock. Class Four covers property situated within
municipalities. Practically all forest land is raxed under Class Two
or Class Three. Under Class Two, which includes farm woodlands, the
maximum rate is 1 percent (1%) of the assessed value of all property
owned, used, and occupied by the owner thereof exclusively for resi-
dential purposes and is levied upon farms occupied and cultivated by
their owners or "bona fide" tenants. For Class Three, which in-
cludes "Nonfarm Forests" or "Commercial Forests," there is a maximum
rate of li/
2 percent (li/2%) of the assessed value of all other property
situated outside of municipalities.
15
The West Virginia Assessor's Manual of 1940 makes the following
statement with regard to timberlands:
"The best information obtainable should be secured as to the
various kinds and grades of timber, and the estimated amount
and value of each kind on the land, or in the tract to be
assessed. When the total number of feet of each kind of tim-
ber has been ascertained, then determine the value of such
timber on the stump per thousand feet, taking into considera-
tion the distance from the nearest shipping, and in this man-
ner determine the total present worth or value of the timber
and add the total amount thus obtained to the value of the
land, including the value of minerals, if there be such, aud
make one entry of the total value, if the land is owned in fee,
to the owner or owners thereof. If the timber is owned sepa-
rately and apart from the surface, then the value should be
determined as stated above, and the timber assessed in the
name of the owner, giving number of acres, and description of
land or tract."
The law, then, instructs the assessor to assess all property at its full
value, and his manual gives him a specific procedure to follow in de-
termining this value with regard to standing timber. The difficulty
lies in the fact that values are neither static nor definite., they change
constantly and depend upon fluctuating markets and varying opinions
of buyers and sellers. It must be remembered that the county assessor
is an elective official, often with no special training for his task. If he
follows the law, he is faced with a task physically impossible even for a
specially trained man of long experience. He is expected to assess every
piece of property of every description once every year. It takes years
of training and experience for a man to appraise forest properties with
any degree of reliability, and then he must spend a good deal of time
studying the individual tract to arrive at a satisfactory value. Yet forest
land represents less than 6 percent of the property-tax levy of the state
even when municipalities are excluded. It is simply one of the many
categories of property with which the assessor is expected to be com-
petently familiar. The surprising thing is not that there is considerable
variation between assessed values of properties of the same full value,
but that the variations are not far greater than they are. It is a tribute
to the integrity and conscientious efforts of the large majority of assessors
in this state that the administration of the property tax is as fair as it is.
In addition to the technical problems of determining the true values
of different classes of property and of the individual tracts within those
classes, the assessor is subjected to a well-nigh irresistible pressure to
make the sum total of his individual assessments equal a specific amount
each year. The Constitution has set a maximum tax rate at a low figure,
considering the increasing services which the public expects of its local
governmental units today. In most counties the tax rate is at or near the
maximum set. Consequently, when the county court prepares its budget
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for the next year, in effect it tells the assessor that he must set his assessed
values at a sum total which, when multiplied by this practically fixed
rate, will equal the amount of taxes needed to run the county and
district organizations for the ensuing year. It is small wonder, then,
that the tables below show not only wide variation in assessed values of
forest land but also large differences in the relationships between the
assessed values and what are estimated to be the full values of forest
and farm lands in different parts of the state.
Distribution of Forest Land in West Virginia*
Some of West Virginia's 55 counties are nearly all forest land, while
others have a relatively low percentage. Table 4 shows the total land
area of each county along with the percentage of that area in forests
of all ownerships, in farm woodlands, in other private forests (captioned
"Commercial forests"), in national forests, and in state forests and parks.
Boone County, with 90 percent of its area forested, leads the state, while
Jefferson County, with only 17 percent of its land area forested, has the
least. Forest land comprises 59.4 percent of the land area of the entire
state.
Table 5 shows the areas of forest land* under different classes of
ownership in each of the 55 counties of the state. First is given the total
area of private forest, as this represents the area in each county which
would be subject to a forest tax. This area is further subdivided into
farm woodlands, which include nearly all of the forests in the state which
are taxed under Class 2 of the present property tax, and commercial or
nonfarm forests, which include most of the forest areas now taxed under
Class 3 of the property tax. National and state forests and parks are not
taxed, but the National Forest pays 25 percent of its gross receipts to the
counties in which it is situated. The whole forest is treated as a unit
in the computations of these receipts, and each county receives its share
on the basis of the proportion that the area of the National Forest situated
within that county bears to the area of the whole forest. For example,
in 1940 the 11 counties in which national forests are located received
on the total of 892,804 acres the sum of $4,299.15 from National Forest
gross receipts or an average of about one-half a cent per acre. In 1945,
however, the receipts were closer to $20,000, amounting to more than 2c
per acre. This is in addition to complete protection of the entire Na-
tional Forest area and certain lands adjacent to it. Another ten years
should see this contribution increased to 5c to L0c per acre as sustained
yield comes nearer realization.
Tables 6 and 7 summarize the county forest-area distribution by
regions of the state. Thus it is seen in Table 6 that 80 percent of the land
*The areas of forest land used throughout this bulletin are based on the
best figures available in 1940, when the study was begun. Forest-land-area
figures released recently, based on later, more complete studies, are considerably
higher than these. It was too late to incorporate them in the calculations.
This should not affect seriously the over-all picture relative to forest taxation.
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TABLE 4—PERCENTAGE OF FOREST LAND IN WEST VIRGINIA
BY COUNTIES
County Total area
Percentage of total land area in forest
Total Farm Commercial National State
(Acres) forest woodlands forests forest forests
1. Barbour 221,062 31.1 15.3 15.8 __ __
2. Berkeley 207,859 42.3 14.9 27.4 __ __
o Boone 323,840 90.0 13.5 76.5 __ __
4. Braxton 332,608 46.0 23.4 22.6 __ __
5. Brooke 59,200 41.8 10.1 31.7 __ __
6. Cabell 182,835 41.8 20.8 21.0 __
7. Calboun 179,328 43.1 31.9 11.2 __
8. Clay 221,830 76.4 16.0 60.4 __ __
9. Doddridge 205,830 35.1 22.8 12.3 __ __
10. Fayette 426,560 82.6 8.6 73.2 __ 0.8
11. Gilmer 219,136 34.5 29.0 5.5 __ __
12. Grant 305,920 59.5 29.9 25.0 4.6 __
13. Greenbrier 654,592 68.2 13.8 38.5 15.1 0.8
14. Hampshire 410,522 65.3 38.8 25.8 0.7 __
15. Hancock 56,672 48.3 10.1 36.0 __ 2.2
16. Hardy 368,333 67.8 32.0 21.9 12.9 1.0
17. Harrison 267,424 18.4 8.8 9.6 __ __
18. Jackson 302,067 27.3 16.9 10.4 __ __
19. Jefferson 135,942 17.0 9.2 7.8 __ __
20. Kanawha 584,563 73.3 9.7 62.4 __ 1.2
21. Lewis 250,464 24.7 17.2 7.5 __ __
22. Lincoln 279,878 63.5 32.4 31.1 __ __
23. Logan 291,725 86.6 8.9 77.7 -_ —
24. McDowell 344,576 86.2 15.0 71.2 __ __
25. Marion 200,672 34.6 13.1 21.5 __
26. Marshall 201,766 29.8 17.3 12.5 __ __
27. Mason 285,280 31.6 17.5 14.1 __ __
28. Mercer 271.303 48.6 23.9 24.7 __ 0.01
29. Mineral 211,200 60.1 38.0 22.1 __ __
30. Mingo 271,040 87.0 1S.6 68.4 -_ —
31. Monongalia 236,045 44.9 9.4 31.7 -_ 3.8
32. Monroe 303.232 48.8 21.3 27.5 __
33. Morgan 148,006 60.0 29.8 26.3 __ 3.9
34. Nicholas 420,333 77.1 14.6 56.8 5.6 0.1
35. Ohio 69,760 26.8 6.7 20.1 __ __
36. Pendleton 446,003 67.8 2,9.7 14.5 23.6 _-
37. Pleasants 86,176 57.4 15.6 41.S __ -_
38. Pocahontas 603,271 79.1 15.0 15.2 45.4 3.5
39. Preston 418,483 57.7 19.5 36.4 0.9 0.9
40. Putnam 224,365 48.9 22.5 26.4 __ _-
41. Raleigh 390,496 76.2 15.2 61.0 __ 0.01
42. Randolph 669,658 78.1 16.9 34.9 24.9 1.1
43. Ritchie 291,373 46.5 20.2 26.3 __ __
44. Roane 311,168 34.7 20.7 14.0 __ -_
45. Summers 235,367 50.S 30.9 19.9 __ --
46. Taylor 113,402 37.1 12.5 24.6 __ __
47. Tucker 269,869 75.4 15.3 25.7 34.2 0.2
48. Tyler 166,477 35.8 15.1 20.7 __ —
49. Upshur 227,110 41.7 17.3 24.4 _- --
50. Wayne 331,443 63.1 25.0 36.1 -- 2.0
51. Webster 357,504 85.5 20.0 45.3 1S.1 2.1
52. Wetzel 230.701 49.5 19.7 29.8 __ _-
53. Wirt 150,022 47.5 21.5 26.0 -- —
54. Wood 241,805 37.1 15.0 22.1 __ -_
55. Wyoming 324,672 85.4 23.3 62.1 — —
STATE 15,540,7( 59.4 19.3 33.8 5.7 0.6
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TABLE 5—FOREST AREAS* IN WEST VIRGINIA BY COUNTIES
Private Farm Commercial National State forests
County forests woodlands forests forest and parks
(Acres) (Acres) (Acres) (Acres) (Acres)
Barbour 68,682 33,860 34,822 __
Berkeley 87,836 31,032 56,804 __ __
Boone 291,554 43,749 247,805 __
Braxton 152,857 77,791 75,066
Brooke 24,769 5,988 18,781 _. __
Cabell 76,473 38,117 38,356
Calhoun 77,267 57,205 20,062 __
Clay 169,499 35,494 134,005
Doddridge 72,198 46,983 25,215 __
Fayette 349,049 36,865 312,184 3.279
Gilmer 75,710 63,644 12,066
Grant 167,906 91,419 76,487 14,126
Greenbrier 342,593 90,489 252,104 98,582 5,400
Hampshire 265,555 159,443 106,112 2,644 __
Hancock 26,122 5,710 20,412 __ 1,229
Hardy 198,677 117,879 80,798 47,314 3,841
Harrison 49,090 23,416 25,674 __
Jackson 82,604 51,089 31,515 __ __
Jefferson 23,054 12,522 10,532 __
Kanawha 421,685 56,725 364,960 __ 6,705
Lewis 61,926 43,104 18,822 __ __
Lincoln 177,696 90,613 87,083 __
Logan 252,618 26,083 226,535 __ __
McDowell 297,121 51,637 245,484 __
Marion 69,398 26,350 43,048
Marshall 60,167 34,847 25,320
Mason 90,277 49,860 40,417 __ __
Mercer 131,951 64,970 66,981 32
Mineral 126,915 80,157 46,758 __
Mingo 235,903 50,323 185,580
Monongalia 96,911 22,197 74,714 __ 9,081
Monroe 147,918 64,588 83,330 __
Morgan 83,068 44,072 38,996 __ 5,725
Nicholas 300,336 61,401 238,935 23,434 275
Ohio 18,711 4,676 14,035 __
Pendleton 197,043 132,232 64,811 105,332
Pleasants 49,436 13,458 35,978 __
Pocahontas 181,839 90,199 91,640 273,694 21,364
Preston 233,538 81,402 152,136 3,891 3,892
Putnam 109,731 50,503 59,228 __
Raleigh 297,650 59,267 238,383 __ 52
Randolph 346,804 112,880 233,924 166,801 9.425
Ritchie 135,375 58,868 76,507 __
Roane 108,094 64,330 43,764 __
Summers 119,496 72,S09 46,687 __ __
Taylor 42,124 14,146 27,978 __
Tucker 110,852 41,366 69,486 92,279 446
Tyler 59,596 25,124 34,472 __
Upshur 94,808 39,274 55,534 __
Wayne 202,608 82,916 119.692 __ 6,483
Webster 233,637 71,545 162,092 64,707 7,320
Wetzel 114,196 45,502 68,694 __
Wirt 71,257 32,265 38,992 __ __
Wood 89,627 36,321 53,306 __
Wyoming 277,120 75,633 201,487 -- —
STATE 8,248,927 2,994,338 5,254,589 892,804 84,549
•According to 1940 estimates.
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area of the southwestern counties is in forest while the eastern, the
centra] western, t!ic Ohio River, and the northern groups each have less
than 40 percent of their area in forest. Over a quarter of the privately
owned forests of the state lie in the southwestern counties, while the
mountain, central, and northern groups each contain about a fifth of the
state's forested area. Table 7 shows also that, according to 1940 esti-
mates, nearly a million of the 9]/4 million acres of forest land in the state
are under public ownership.
TABLE 6—PERCENTAGE OF FOREST LAND JN WEST VIRGINIA
BY REGIONS








Region Proportion of total land area in forest
acres) (Percent)
Ohio River 882 37 14 23 0.1
Central western 995 36 19 17
Southwestern 2,558 80 19 61 0.2
Southeastern 1,464 5S 20 31 7
Central 2.343 74 14 55 5
Northern 3,522 39 18 20 1
Mountain 3,433 70 25 24 21
Eastern Panhandle 344 32 13 19
West Virginia 15,543 59 19 34 6
TABLE 7—FOREST AREAS* IN WEST VIRGINIA BY REGIONS
Total
forest
Private Forest Public forest
Total Farm Other Total National! State
Region (Thousands
of acres]
private woods private public forest
|
forests
( Thousands of acreJS)
Ohio River 330 329 126 203 1 1
Central western 359 359 190 169
Southwestern 2,039 2,032 480 1,552 7 7
Southeastern 846 742 293 449 104 99 5
Central 1,733 1,627 340 1,287 106 88 18
Northern 1,387 1,371 653 718 16 4 12
Mountain 2,421 1,678 869 809 743 702 41
Eastern Panhandle 111 HI 44 67
West Virginia 9,226 8,249 2,995 5,254 977 893 84
According to 1940 estimate. See footnote on Table 3.
The distribution of farm acreages by size of farm and by land use
can be seen in Table H. It is noteworthy that the average farm in West
Virginia contains 90 acres and that one third of this area, or 30 acres,
is in woodland. The column headed ''Other" in this table refers to such
areas as wasteland, house yards, barnyards, feedlots, lanes, and roads.
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TABLE 9—PRIVATE NONFARM FOREST TRACTS IN WEST
VIRGINIA BY SIZE CLASS*
Size class Number of Total area of tracts Average area
(Acres) tracts (Thousands of acres) (Acres)
0-10 2,753 17 6
10-100 10,931 472 43
100-250 3,596 558 155
250-500 1,455 512 352
500-1000 891 609 684
1000-3000 644 1,049 1,628
Over 3000 282 2,038 7,227
All sizes 20,552 5,255 256
*Based on 1940 Estimates.
That nonfarm forest tracts run considerably larger than farm wood-
lands is to be expected and is brought out by Table 9. In fact, over .')
million acres, or nearly 60 percent, of these nonfarm forests are in tracts
of a thousand acres or more. The pattern of ownership must be taken
into consideration in devising a fair and equitable forest-tax law. A law
designed primarily to assist farmers would affect about five-sixths of the
forest landowners of the state but less than three-eights of the forest land.
Conversely, a law which gave no benefits to the farmer, such as an
amendment designating all forest land as Class 2 property, would be
beneficial on well over half the land but would be felt by only one-sixth
of the owners.
Assessment of Forest Land
The complexities facing the county assessor in connection with the
present law have been described. Tables 10 through 14 show the relation-
ships existing between the 1939 estimated assessed values and the esti-
mated full values on forest land in the various regions of the state on
different ownerships and classes of land and on tracts of varying sizes.
Since individual figures both for the assessed values and for the full
values had to be estimated, there is some question as to their accuracy,
but it is believed that in general the ratios are relatively correct. In the
case of forest land, the percentage figures for land and timber together
are more reliable than those for land or surface only, or those for timber
only. These were separate on the assessment books only in those cases
where the timber was owned separately from the surface. In the study,
the division was made by comparing those values for timber only with
assessments of land bearing no timber, or no timber of value. This was
checked also with the opinions of the assessors concerned. The ratios
express the estimated average assessed values of the land, or buildings, or
both, as percentages of the estimated average fult values for the same
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assessed value was to the iull value called for by the law. Values are
given separately tor land or surface, for timber, and for forest land and,
in the case of farms, for other classes of land, for buildings, and for the
combination of the two in different regions. In this way it is possible
to compare one region with another and also to determine whether forest
land bears more or less than its share of the taxes in relation to other
forms of property. Examples of legislation in other states often separate
surface values from timber values of forest land for taxation purposes;
such separation is made in the following tables.
Table 10 shows the assessment ratios for farms in different regions
of West Virginia. It is apparent that, for the state as a whole, farm wood-
lands assessment values for land and timber, combined at 74 percent,
are approximately equal to those for land used for other purposes on the
farm. In general, however, land only fell about 10 percent below this
average, and timber only was found to be about 6 percent above it.
Also, the southeastern group of counties, with a ratio of 45 percent for
woodland and 51 percent for all land, has the lowest relative assessments.
The Ohio River counties, with a ratio of 94 percent for land and timber
combined, and for all land, and with 116 percent for land and buildings
combined, showed assessments approaching and even exceeding the full
values of the property.
TABLE 11—NONFARM FOREST ASSESSMENT RATIOS BY
REGIONS
Ratio Between Estimated Assessed Values and Estimated Full Values
on Private Nonfarm Forests in Different Regions of
West Virginia, 1939
Entire fore st-—surface
Region and timber (excluding Surface Timber
minerals and buildings) only- only
Assessed value as a proportion of fu 11 value
(Percent)
Ohio River 93 112 82
Central western 97 96 98
Southwestern 91 210 69
Southeastern 65 111 52
Central 149 182 131
Northern 93 113 80
Mountain 78 77 79
Eastern Panhandle 88 87 88
West Virginia 102 140 86
Comparison of Table 1 1 with Table 1 shows that forest land
situated on tracts not associated with farms has a relatively higher assess-
ment for equal values than does such land in farm woodlots. Indeed,
for the state as a whole the estimated assessment is 2 percent higher than
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TABLE 13—NONFARM FOREST ASSESSMENT RATIOS BY SIZE OF
TRACT
Ratio Between Estimated Assessed Values and Estimated Full Values
on Private Nonfarm Forest Tracts of Different Sizes
in West Virginia, 1939
Size Entire forest-—surface Surface Timber
class- and timber (excluding only only
( Acres) minerals and buildings)
1
Assessed value as a proportion of full value (Percent)
0-10 98 96 99
10-100 96 107 88
100-250 99 115 89
250-500 97 152 77
500-1000 87 150 68
1000-3000 104 168 83
Over 3000 114 151 99
All sizes 102 140 86
estimated assessed value of the forest land, excluding minerals and
buildings, is nearly \y2 times the estimated full value. Naturally this
results in much higher taxes on this land, as will be seen later.
Table 12 shows the assessment ratios for different classes of farm
property by size of farm. It is apparent that, although farms smaller
than 500 acres in size carry somewhat higher assessment values than larger
farms, no really significant relationship exists between size of farm and
the amount of its assessment per acre with regard to its proportion of the
full value. Likewise Table 1 3 indicates that size of tract has no reliable
bearing on nonfarm forest-assessment ratios. They are uniformly high
for all such tracts regardless of acreage.
Nonfarm forests owned by individuals were studied separately from
those corporate] y owned in preliminary calculations., to determine
TABLE 14—NONFARM FOREST ASSESSMENT RATIOS BY
OWNERSHIP
Ratio Between Estimated Assessed Values and Estimated Furl Values
on Private Nonfarm Forest Tracts Owned by individuals and

















Both 102 185 76
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whether assessments favored individuals as compared to companies. It
was found that such was not the case, as Table 14 shows.
Although actual assessments per acre are not as useful measures as
the assessment ratios for showing the distribution of the tax burden on
different classes of forest and farm properties, they would be important
in case there was being considered for taxation of forest land a method
involving a fixed assessment on the land, or on the timber, or on both.
Table 15 shows average estimated assessed values for surface and timber
combined, for surface only, and for timber only, on farm forests and on
nonfarm forests in each region of the state. It is noteworthy that for farm
woodlands the assessed value per acre for land and timber varies from
less than $3 in the central region to nearly 9V2 dollars in the Ohio River
counties, with an average of $5.11 for the state as a whole, while on non-
farm forests the range is from slightly over $4 per acre in the mountain
group up to nearly $12 in the central counties, with an average of $8.08
per acre for the entire state. The average assessed value for all privately
owned forest land in the state is $7 per acre.
TABLE 15—ASSESSED VALUES OF FOREST LAND BY REGIONS
Average Estimated Assessed Values per Acre for Fores? Land in
Different Regions of West Virginia, 1939
Farm woodlands Nonfarm forests
Land end Land Timber Surface and 1 Surface Timber
Region timber only only timber only only
Average estimated a ssessed i/alue per acre, 1939 ( Dollars >
Ohio River 9.44 2.14 7.30 11.75 5 53 6.22
Central western 3.45 1.47 1.98 6.98 2.38 4.60
Southwestern 3.48 1.00 2.48 5.69 2.06 3.63
Southeastern 3.48 1.88 1.60 6.23 2.29 3.94
Central 2.91 1.40 1.51 11.93 5.15 6.78
Northern 9.26 2.11 7.15 11.24 5.28 5.96
Mountain 4.08 1.50 2.58 4.14 1.26 2.88
Eastern Panhandle 4.22 2.02 2.20 7.96 2.54 5.42
West Virginia 5.11 1.61 3.50 8.08 3.30 4.78
Taxes Levied Against Forest Land
A productive forest, carefully managed, with a short cutting cycle
of 3 to 5 yr., can afford to pay an annual tax of 10c an acre at current
prices. For the average, immature, even-aged, unmanaged forest, typical
of a large part of West Virginia's forest area, a tax of 10c per acre, ac-
cumulated at 4 percent interest for 20 yr., would take nearly 40 percent
of the value of the growth for that period, based on prices before the war.
Yet that was the average tax per acre of all forest land in West Virginia in
1940. Table 16 shows these average taxes for farm woodlands and non-
27
TABLE 16—FOREST LAND TAXES BY REGIONS
Average Taxes per Acre Levied Against All Private Forest Land in
Different Regions of West Virginia, 1939
























4 1/2 1% 3
71/2 2V2 5
West Virginia 10 4 6
farm forests, combined for each of the eight regions and for the state as
a whole. The high taxes shown are due to overassessment of the non-
farm forests. If these assessments were scaled down in line with other
assessment ratios, the average tax per acre for forest land in the state
would be about 71/9C, which, although still high, is more reasonable. The
figures for the central region (I61/9C per acre"), for the Ohio River coun-
ties (14c), and for the northern group (loi/2c) are entirely too high for the
whole forest areas of these regions, even though conceivably they might
be fair for a few individual tracts. The figure of 41/qC for the mountain
counties seems a little low, while 7c and 7i/,c for the central western,
southeastern, and Eastern Panhandle groups appears normal. Nine-
and-one-half cents per acre for the southwestern region could be fair
since the area contains a number of better-than-average forested tracts.
Taxes on farm woodlands are less than one-half those on all forests
combined and average only 4i/c>c per acre for the state. One third
of this value is for surface and the other two-thirds for timber. Table
17 shows also that the Central Region, which has the largest over-all
forest tax, has the lowest tax on farm woodlands—21/9C per acre. Un-
questionably the nonfarm forests in this region are better than the badly
depleted woodlands, but the spread between 21/oC and 20V£c per acre is
out of all reason. The Ohio River counties, with 8c per acre, and the
northern group, with 71/9C per acre, are the two highest in their taxes on
farm woodlands, just as they are among the three highest in over-all
forest taxes. The other five regions have taxes between 3c and 3y2c per
acre on their farm woodlands. The taxes on land only are between
lc and 2c per acre in all regions, but both the Ohio River, with 6c, and
the northern counties, with 5%c per acre, are well above the range of
the other regions, which show for timber only, in the farm woodlands,
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41/9C per acre for the farm woodlands seems to be in line with those of
71/9C for pasture, 2314c for cropland, 26c for other land, 1H/.C for all
land combined, and 17V2c per acre for value of all land and buildings
on the average farm. The values for cropland and pasture seem to be
nearly as regular among the several regions as those for farm woodlands.
TABLE 18—NONFARM FOREST TAXES BY REGIONS
Average Taxes per Acre Levied Against Different Components of







Surface and Surface Timber eral
and buildings mineral) timber
1
only only
Average taxes , 1939 (Cents per acre)
Ohio River 264V2 55% 18 8 1/2 91/2 371/2
Central western 36 18i/» 12 4 8 6 1/2
Southwestern 94 51 1/2 11 4 7 401/2
Southeastern 18 16% 10 1/2 4 6% 6
Central 59yo 32 20Vo 9 11% 11%
Northern 94V2 40% 18 1/2 8% 10 22
Mountain 11 6% 6 2 4 %
Eastern Panhandle 42y2 11 11 3% 71/2 -
West Virginia 70% 34 14 5y2 8 1/2 20
Nonfarm forest taxes, shown in Table 18, vary widely from region
to region, as was apparent in the comparisons of Tables 16 and 17 above.
The average tax for the state is 14c per acre, varying from 6c in the
mountain group to 2Q]Ac per acre in the central region. All of the
taxes are above 10c per acre except those of the mountain group. As
was pointed out, these taxes are unreasonable and should be lowered
if the forest owner is to be encouraged to embark upon a forest business.
Surface taxes of 5i/2c Per acre seem particularly out of line for this type
of land. Taxes for mineral on these same tracts average 20c per acre,
making a total of 34c per acre for all land including mineral. Because
of the location of many of the mills, factories, and mines outside of
municipalities, the average value per acre for land and buildings re-
sulted in a tax of 70i^c per acre.
Forest Land in the Property-tax Base
So far in the discussion of the present forest-tax situation, the
emphasis has been placed on the position of the forest owner. The
section on assessment oi forest land showed how woodlands and forests
fared with other classes of property and among themselves in different
regions of the state and in different sizes of tracts in the matter of assess-
ment. It showed, also, what the average assessed values per acre were
in 1939 for farm woodlands and for nonfarm forests. The section on
30
taxes levied indicated the amounts of taxes per acre paid on forest
land in different parts of the state. Obviously at least some of these
taxes are too high to encourage the owner to restore seriously depleted
forests to a state of profitable productivity. Before action is taken to
alleviate this situation, it is important to know what part of current
taxes come from forest land, since privately owned forests occupy over
53 percent of the entire area of the state. If this were to mean that
over one-half the property tax came from forest land, it might prove
serious indeed to tamper with the present method of taxation.
Table 19 presents the results of the study with regard to the pro-
portion of taxes which are levied on forest land in different parts of the
state. For the purposes of this analysis, all taxes levied on property lying
within municipalities were excluded, since forests would not be situated
there, and taxes collected therefrom would be needed to support services
therein, even when administered by the counties. The total property
tax used as a base in Table 19, therefore, refers to taxes levied on property
lying in the districts outside the municipalities. The forest taxes are
expressed as a percentage of these total taxes. The table shows ad-
ditionally, for comparative purposes, the percentage of the land area
in each region which is in forest land.
For the state as a whole, slightly less than 6 percent of its districts'
property taxes come from forest land. This percentage varies from
just over 3 in the Ohio River and in the Eastern Panhandle groups to
nearly II1/9 in the mountain group.
An important point is that there is no sure correlation between
forest area and its share of the taxes of the region. While it is true that
the three groups with the lowest proportion of private forest land,
namely, the Ohio River, the central western, and the Eastern Panhandle
regions, also are the ones in which forests bear the three smallest
percentages of the total tax levy, yet the southwestern region, with the
largest proportion of private forest land (80%), depends on this vast
area for but 4.4 percent of its taxes. At the same time, the mountain
counties, with only 49 percent of their area in private forest land, depend
on these forest areas for 11.4 percent of their taxes.
In order to show what effect the reduction in coal under the
ground might have upon largely forested areas like the southwestern
counties, a similar figure is given in Table 19 for mineral. This would
tell but part of the story, however, for a much larger percentage of the
tax base is in the buildings and machinery used in getting the coal out.
On the average, mineral pays directly 7.2 percent of the districts' taxes;
for the southwestern region the figure is 14.9 percent.
APPLICATION OF SPECIAL FOREST TAXES TO WEST VIRGINIA
In the section discussing what other states are doing, a number of
different forest tax laws were treated. It is desirable to examine what
effect such laws might have if they were adapted to West Virginia's
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in the study and presented earlier in the text, Table 20 summarizes
some of the more useful figures for the state by regions. Space is too
limited to take up in detail the effects upon each region of different
types of forest-land taxes, but comparison of the state figures with the
regional figures in Table 20 will make it possible to estimate local effects
rather closely.
The analysis which follows is based on the average forest acre of
West Virginia as of 1940. This forest had been cut-over a number of
times; it was immature and understocked. Its growth averaged 137 bd.
ft. per acre per year* and the average stumpage price was $2.89 per
1000 bd. ft. In 20 yr. it could be cut by a portable sawmill, taking out
the 20 yrs.' growth of 2740 bd. ft. worth $7.92 per acre, according to 1940
prices. This is a conservative figure, since in 1943 average stumpage
prices in West Virginia were 90 percent higher than in 1940, and today
might well be double the 1940 price. In another 12 yr., however, it is
conceivable that they might be closer to the 1940 price than to the present
one. A fairer estimate might be halfway between. Also, the growtli
figures used do not allow for any improvement in growth due to better
management. Under proper care and management the growth might
be increased to 200 or even 250 bd. ft. per year. In fairness to the owner
this should be taken into consideration, particularly if a yield tax is
to be applied. To be conservative, however, the estimates below are
based on conditions as they were in 1940. Compound interest charges
are based on 4 percent. This is customary in long-term investments
having some element of risk.
The most popular and widely applied special forest-tax legislation
used by other states is the yield tax. Customarily such a law separates
land and timber values, retains an annual tax on the land, exempts the
timber growing thereon from an annual tax, and levies a yield or
severance tax against the standing timber at the time it is cut. The
land, not considering the trees growing upon it, may be subject to the
general property tax completely, or it may be subject to the local rates
of the general property tax applied to a fixed assessment established
by the law, or it may be subject to a fixed annual tax per acre set up bv
the law. The yield tax is a percentage of the stumpage value of the
timber at the time it is cut.
For different taxes below, the cost to the owner is shown as the sum
of the annual taxes, accumulated with 4 percent compound interest for
20 yr., and a yield tax, both expressed as a percentage of the value of
S7.92 per acre for 20 yrs.' growth in stumpage. The revenue to the
government is shown as the sum of 20 annual taxes without interest
(since they are received annually) and the yield tax. The amount of the
yield tax is shown also as a percentage of the total tax base of the districts,
similar to the 5.8 percent for West Virginia in the last column of Table
20. Over the 20 yr. period the local governmental unit would receive
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the same total amount of taxes from forest land as it did in 1940 with an
average of 10c per acre, but the part coming from the yield tax might
fluctuate from year to year depending upon how many forest owneis
harvested their timber. The part that the yield tax is of the tax base
indicates the maximum percentage by which the total local tax levy
might be reduced in any one year in the unlikely event that no private
timber was cut.
EXAMPLES:
1. Under the present property-tax system, the taxes based on 1940 values for
the average forest acre were as follow:
Average annual tax on land and timber cents 10.0
Cost to owner in 20 yr.—taxes and interest dollars 2.9S
Cost to owner—part of yield percent 37.6
Revenue to government for 20 yr. dollars 2.00
2. Under the present property-tax system, but assuming that all forest land
were to be placed and taxed under Class 2, with its average rate for the state of
0.82c per dollar on the average assessed value for land and timber of $7.01, the
figures would be as follow:
Average annual tax on land and timber—0.0082 x $7.01 cents 5.75
Cost to owner in 20 yr.—taxes and interest dollars 1.71
Cost to owner—part of yield percent 21.6
Revenue to government for 20 yr. dollars 1.15
Loss in taxes through reclassification— percent of total taxes 2.5
3. If timber were exempt from an annual tax and the surface were taxed under
Class 2, with the average assessed value per acre of $2.69 and the average rate
of 0.82c per dollar, and if there were levied against the timber a yield tax to
make up the deference to the local government, the figures would be as follow:
Average annual tax on land—0.0082 x $2.69 cents 2.2
Cost to owner in 20 yr.—$0.66 plus $1.56 equals $2.22 —% yield 28.0
Land tax and interest $0.66—% yield 8.3
Yield tax @ 19.7% $1.56—% yield 19.7
Revenue to government for 20 yr.—$0.44 plus $1.56 dollars 2.00
Yield tax as percent of total taxes 4.5
4. If the surface were continued at the present average tax for surface only
of 5y2 c per acre, and if a yield tax were levied against the timber to make up the
difference to the local government, the figures would be as follow:
Average annual tax on land cents 5.5
Cost to owner in 20 yr.—$1.64 plus $0.90 equals $2.54 —% yield 32.1
Land tax and interest $1.64—% yield 20.7
Yield tax © 11.4% $0.90—% yield 11.4
Revenue to government for 20 yr.—$1.10 plus $0.90 dollars 2.00
Yield tax as percent of total taxes 2.6
5. If a fixed assessment of $1 per acre were placed on the surface and the
present average tax rate of 1.5c per dollar were continued, and if a yield tax
were levied against the timber to make up the difference to the local govern-
ment, the figures would be as follow:
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Average annual tax on land cents 1.5
Cost to owner in 20 yr.—$0.45 plus $1.70 equals v2.15 —% yield 27.1
Land tax and interest $0.45—% yield 5.G
Yield tax @ 21.5% $1.70—% yield 21.5
Revenue to government for 20 yr.—$0.30 plus $1.70 dollars 2.00
Yield tax as a percent of total taxes 4.9
6. If a fixed assessment of $1 per acre were placed on the surface and the
present average tax rate of 1.5c per dollar were continued, and if a yield tax
of 6 percent were levied against the timber, the figures would be as follow:
Average annual tax on land cents 1.5
Cost to owner in 20 yr.—$0.45 plus $0.48 equals $0.93 —% yield 11.6
Land tax and interest $0.45—% yield 5.6
Yield tax @ 6% $0.48—% yield 6.0
Revenue to government for 20 yr.—$0.30 plus $0.48 dollars 0.78
Yield tax as a percent of total taxes 1.0
Loss in taxes as percent of total taxes 3.1
Discussion
The above analysis indicates that, with the typical immature forest
used in the examples, the present tax of 10c per acre costs the owner
considerably more than any of the other plans studied and deprives him
of nearly 40 percent of his 20 yrs.' value. This is for the state as a whole.
The I61/2C per acre tax in the central region takes over 60 percent of the
forest income. Obviously such taxes are exorbitant. They are occasioned
by the unreasonably high assessments placed upon nonfarm forests. As
brought out in Table 11, these assessed values average for the entire state
102 percent of the estimated full values for such properties. If these
assessments were brought in line with the all-state averages for other
classes of land evaluated by reducing them to approximately 72 percent
of the estimated full value, the average tax per acre would be 7.7c instead
of 10. This would further reduce the percentage of forest taxes in the
total of all taxes in the districts from the 5.8 percent shown in Tables
19 and 20 down to 4.4 percent. In this way the large yield taxes shown
in the examples above could be lowered to more reasonable figures.
One of the most promising plans studied is that given in Example
6 above. This proposal is particularly advantageous to the owner in
that the amount of his tax is relatively certain in amount so that he can
plan on it in advance, and at the same time it is reasonable enough to
encourage him to invest in a profitable forest enterprise. If the nonfarm
forest assessments had been in line previously, the loss in total taxes to
the governmental units would have been only 1.7 percent, even if the
average stumpage prices had not reached higher levels than they had in
1940, and even if the forest had not been improved before it was
harvested. A doubling of either stumpage price or growth over the
extremely conservative values of 1940 would double the returns from
the yield tax and nearly wipe out any loss to the government in taxes
over the 20-yr. period. If both prices and growth were increased, it
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would be possible to change the loss into a gain. In view of the con-
certed program now under way to encourage private owners to manage
their timberlands wisely, it would be pessimistic indeed to assume there
would be no improvement. The yield-tax rate need not be set so high
as indicated in Examples 3 to 5 in order to bring in sufficient revenue
for local purposes.
One proposal for West Virginia that has received some considera-
tion is that all forest land, since the forest is a plant crop, be classified
under Class 2 of the general property tax as are farm woodlands now.
The effect of this is shown in Examples 2. There is considerable logic
in it, but it would reduce the taxes rather drastically in some Darts of
the state. If this were coupled with a reassessment to more reasonable
figures it could result in a two-thirds reduction in taxes on nonfartn
forests, which represent about 64 percent of the privately owned forest
area of the state.
A comparison of Example 4 with Example 5 shoivs that a 5.5c
annual land tax coupled with a yield tax of only 11.4 percent costs the
owner more in a 20 yr. period than does a 1 i/
2
c annual iand tax in com-
bination with a yield tax of 21.5 percent. Both taxes yield the same
amount to revenue to the governmental units over a 20 yr. period, but
the cost to the owner amounts to 5 percent of his yield more for the
higher annual tax and the lower yield tax than for the lower annual tax
and higher yield tax. From the owner's point of view, a straight yield
tax without any annual tax would be the optimum form. The taxing
district and even the county, however, usually have too small a range
in age class of their forests to be sure of a sufficiently steady income from
yield taxes alone. Most states have found it necessary to compromise
this point with a relatively low annual land tax and a somewhat higher
yield tax on the timber.
SUMMARY
Methods of taxing forest properties are considered to present a
serious obstacle to good forest practice in West Virginia. The situation
is aggravated by the fact that, for the most part, the forests are not only
immature but understocked as well, so that returns will be delayed for
many years. Under these conditions the annual property tax becomes
a long-term investment that owners hesitate to meet. This bulletin i*.
the report of a study to determine the present status of the property tax as
applied to forest land, and what effect a change in the forest-tax method
might have upon local revenues. The distribution of the 9 14 million
acres* of forest in the state was presented by location and by si/e and
type of ownership, and it was shown that over 814 million acres* were in
private ownership.
'Based on 1940 Estimates. See footnote. Table 3.
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It was found that, for the state as a whole, nonfarm forests are
assessed at 102 percent of their estimated full value. The overassessment
is particularly great in the central counties, where assessed values are
nearly H/2 times the full values. On the other hand, for the state and
for most regions of the state, farm woodlands, with assessed values averag-
ing 74 percent of full values, compare favorably with other classes of land
on the farm. No significant correlation in these assessment ratios was
found between the size of farm or tract and other private forest land,
or between those nonfarm areas corporate!)' owned and those owned by
individuals. The estimated assessed values per acre of farm woodlands
was found to average So. 11 for the state, consisting of about a third of
that sum in surface and the other two-thirds in timber. The range was
from S2.91 per acre in the central counties to $9.44 in the Ohio River
group. Nonfarm forest assessments were considerably higher, with an
average for the state of S8.08, ranging from $4.14 per acre in the
mountain region to between $11 and $12 in the central, Ohio River,
and northern counties. The state average assessed value of S3.30 for
surface only in the nonfarm forests was more than twice that for land
only in the farm woodlands.
The discrepancy between the farm woodlands and the other private
forests was even more marked with regard to taxes per acre than with
assessment, since most of the nonfarm forests lie in Class 3 of the
property tax with a rate of I1/2 times that of Class 2, in which most of the
farm woodlands lie. The higher tax rate, coupled with an average-
assessed value more than li/£ times that of the farm woodlands, makes
the average tax on nonfarm forests more than 3 times that on farm
woodlands. For the state, the average taxes per acre are 4i/£c for
the farm woodlands and 14c for the nonfarm forests. The Ohio
River and the northern counties pay the highest taxes on farm woodland
with 8c and 7i/
2
c per acre, respectively, while the central counties pay
only 21/9C, the southwestern, 3i/>c, and the central western, southeastern,
mountain, and Eastern Panhandle groups ail pay 3c. The average tax
on timber only is just twice that on surface only. There is more range
in the taxes paid by nonfarm forests than by farm woodlands. The high
rate of 20i/2 c per acre in the central counties is closely followed by the
northern group, with 181/^c, and the Ohio River region, with 18c. The
mountain counties have the low nonfarm forest tax of 6c per acre, with
the southeastern group up to 10i/2 c. Taking all privately owned forests
in the state together, the average is 10c per acre, varying from only 4i/2 c
in the mountain group to I61/9C in the central counties.
As an aid in evaluating the effect of possible changes in the sys-
tem of taxing forests, percentage figures were derived to show, for each
region and for the state as a whole, the percentage of total property
tax outside of municipalities that was levied against forest land. It was
found that this averaged 5.8 percent for the state. The mountain region,
with 11.4 percent, the central group, with 9.8 percent, and the south-
eastern counties, with 7.3 percent, were the only areas in excess of 5.0
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percent, the figure for the northern region. The others were: south-
western, 4.4 percent, central, 3.6 percent, Eastern Panhandle, 3.2 percent,
and Ohio River, 3.1 percent. The effects of any proposed changes should
be watched carefully in the mountain, central, and southeastern groups
of counties.
A brief analysis was made of the effect upon the owner and upon
the local governmental unit of several possible tax plans. One point of
special interest was that the present tax of 10c per acre costs nearly 40
percent of the 20 yr. yield. Of course, this is unreasonable. A straight
yield tax would be the optimum for the owner, but most states have
compromised on a combination annual tax on the land and yield tax on
the timber. This affords the taxpayer some relief from high interest
charges and at the same time provides the local governmental unit with
some current funds during years when few owners are harvesting their
timber.
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